Listings for the 2019-2020 Dex Telephone Directories

To::
Departmental Directory Listing Coordinators
Names and titles:
University Information Technology Services

Date::
August 13, 2019

UITS is currently preparing the University of Arizona listings for the business section of the Dex White Pages in the following telephone directories: Tucson, Scottsdale-Paradise Valley, Greater NW Valley, Greater SW Valley and Nogales-Rio Rico. The University has only one opportunity each year to submit listings to Dex for print.

Please forward this important announcement to the appropriate person on your staff to coordinate your departmental listing(s). In order to meet the strict publishing guidelines of Dex, please return a copy of your listing changes, additions and deletions between now and August 30, 2019 to UITS Telco Customer Service, Building 73A, 1077 N. Highland Ave., Room 311.

Listing submissions can be submitted to UITS online at: https://it.arizona.edu/arizona-dex-directory-update-form [1].

Most Tucson University of Arizona listings appear on pages 89-92 in the current 2018-2019 Tucson Dex directory under the University of Arizona main header. Some white pages listings are also presented alphabetically in the business section. The UA's listings in the main Tucson Dex are also online at: https://www.dexpages.com/Tucson-AZ-2018.Business-Pages/89/ [2].

The monthly charge per listing and per directory is $6.20 for University customers and $6.80 for nonprofit customers. All directory listings are billed under the corresponding listed phone number and respective KFS account number.

Please review all listings for your department and fill out the online form only if you have changes, additions, or deletions. If you have no changes to your listings, you do not need to return a form.

NOTE: All listings to the Dex Telephone Directory are the responsibility of each individual department. Please check each listing for accuracy.
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